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What we’ve learned…

That what we taught and practiced 10 years ago may not be 
the best practice in 2018

The challenges of some of the physical spaces within the 
museum 

Building on what children know is better than just repeating 
what they already know



Impact vs. Intention

Children enjoy their time at Mia 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To feel valued and welcomed at Mia – eye contact and smile Use their names whenever possible – value of the individual (introduction) Paraphrase! value of being heard Class dynamic – don’t play into it (slow it down)Don’t assume – they know about an artwork because of their cultural heritage background 



Engaging the Children – engaging ALL of the children
SLOW it down

Simple, easy questions (opinions, not guessing right answer)

• Thumbs up – thumbs down 

• Allow some questions to be answered with hands or body posture or pose 

• How many think this…, how many think that… 

• “I wonder…” and “Imagine…” 

• Scale of 1-10 

• What’s one thing/word…

• Pair-share

• Allow some questions to be answered with hands or body posture or pose 

• Who haven’t I heard from? (variations)

• What was your favorite object on the tour? (Chaperones too) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warm up, give all of the children a chance to talk, get them comfortable speaking Build it up – this is the first time you are seeing this real object The real thing 
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Build on what they know – substitutes and extras

Compare/contrast 

Theme – how does the object reflect the theme 

How does the object relate to their life experiences?

“Why do you think the artist…”

“Why do you think _____would be important to the ______people?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hmong skirt and Hmong story blanket 
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Challenges of the Physical Spaces and Places Within the Museum

Have the children sit (on the floor) whenever possible

Move on! Subs and extras fill the time 

Ask the chaperones for their help – before and during the tour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benches for the chaperones, floor for the children 
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Substitutes for Jade Mountain – Artists’ Inspirations 



The entrance to the main courtyard of an urban 
middle-class family compound

The four-character panel over the doorway reads 
Humility Brings Prosperity

It was originally assembled using only joinery and 
wooden pins, without any glue or nails

It is dated to 1858 (250 years ago). It has survived 
because of the dry climate of Shanxi province in 
Northern China.

Humility Brings Prosperity gate, 1858
Yu and pine woods, stone, earthenware tiles, pigments, 
mortar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This imposing gate once formed the entrance to the main courtyard of an urban middle-class family compound. The four-character panel over the doorway reads Humility Brings Prosperity (Luqian jianfeng 履謙漸豐). The gate demonstrates the hallmarks of traditional Chinese architecture: a post-and-lintel structure that supports a graceful gable roof and intricate rafters and brackets that extend the eaves and provide decoration. Like other works of traditional Chinese architecture, it was originally assembled using only joinery and wooden pins, without any glue or nails. The gatecomes from Shanxi province, which, because of its dry climate, contains the largest concentration of surviving historic wooden structures in China. An inscription on a once-adjoining building dates the gate to 1858.



Ganesha, 10th-11th century, Javanese
Volcanic stone (andesite)

Ganesha is the elephant-headed son of Shiva and Parvati

He is the destroyer of obstacles and regarded as 
auspicious. He also is the giver of earthly prosperity and 
well-being.
• double lotus base
• eats sweetmeats from a bowl in his lower left hand
• lower right hand grasps a broken tusk
• upper right hand holds a rosary topped with a 

pomegranate, a symbol of abundance
• upper left hand, he displays a battle-axe used to 

counter evil

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most popular of all Hindu deities, Ganesha is the elephant-headed god. He is the destroyer of obstacles and regarded as auspicious. Hindus invoke his help at the beginning of any enterprise, from weddings to the opening of a new business. They invoke the god to smooth the way, remove distractions, and protect them from evil. He also is the giver of earthly prosperity and well-being.In this classic tenth-century Javanese depiction, from the island of Java, Ganesha sits erect on a double lotus base. Pot bellied and with his chubby feet held tightly together, he eats sweetmeats from a bowl in his lower left hand. His headdress, made of braided locks, bears a protective crescent moon and skull. His lower right hand grasps a broken tusk, while his upper right hand holds a rosary topped with a pomegranate, a symbol of abundance. In his upper left hand, he displays a battle-axe used to counter evil. Ganesha images often decorated the principal niche in the western wall of a Shiva temple.



Thank YOU! 
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